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As deep learning continues to expand into new 
areas of application, the demand for efficient use of 
our HPC resources increase. For new problem 
domains, new model architectures are developed 
through a neural architecture search (NAS), which 
consist of iteratively training many neural networks. 
To combat the computational waste and maximize 
compute efficiency for NAS, we demonstrate that 
the use of genetic algorithms with speciation can be 
used to both shorten training time and increase 
accuracy at each iteration.

Abstract

Motivation

Baseline: 
1) Train sample neural networks from N different 

initializations.
2) Select the trained model with the lowest loss 

after K epochs–in our case, 100 epochs. 

Experimental:
1) Train sample neural networks from N different 

initializations.
2) Halt training after a specified number or 

proportion of epochs-–in our case, K/2 epochs.
3) Select the T top performing networks—in our 

case, the top 2. 
4) Apply parameter merge function to the weights 

of these T networks—in our case, the inner 
mean of weights.

5) Reinitialize N networks with the new weights 
and continue training until K epochs.

6) Select the trained model with the lowest loss 
after K epochs.

Methods

• Statistical significance was achieved between 
our test case and our baseline parameter means.

• Mean improvement of ~9% after 100 total 
epochs against baseline.

• Early control leads to significantly improved 
results after only 50 epochs due to early 
identification of promising model candidates.

Fig 2. Mean training loss for 100 epochs of training 
over 10 runs using our crossover method after 50 

epochs.  

Results Conclusion
The introduction of variation using fitness selection 
and crossover allows for quicker convergence and 
greater accuracy of certain neural networks. In our 
tests, we observed cases where little to no 
improvement was seen and we observed cases 
where error could be reduced >20%. This indicates 
dependence on initial condition and on specific 
network initializations and randomizations 
performed at the beginning of each training process. 
In all, we have demonstrated the significant benefit 
using this method could have during the neural 
architecture search process by reducing the training 
time necessary at each generation by more than half 
and by reducing loss more quickly than through 
random network initializations. 
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• The application of deep learning approaches to 
novel problem types requires new solutions.
• Neural architecture searches for new solutions are 

extremely computationally expensive and require 
training many neural networks.
• Most of this compute used in this development is 

discarded at every iteration—an opportunity for 
future recycling.

Fig 1. The exponential decrease in marginal 
accuracy with respect to cost for neural architecture 

search (image credit: Kordik, 2019).
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To evaluate our enhanced NAS training regime, 
we construct a relatively small, two layer dense 
neural network. For data, we use the “Fashion 
MNIST” dataset from Zolando (2017). 

Effectiveness was evaluated over measured 
loss following each epoch of training. We 
developed two workflows, one as a control and 
one as a test case (illustrated to the right). The 
neural network was implemented using 
tensorflow.keras and  each workflow was 
executed 10 times to ensure accuracy.
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